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Sanctions & PEP Lists

Mitigate Money 
Laundering Risks
We support our customers to mitigate money 
laundering risks through sanctions and PEP lists 
that are provided by governments and international 
bodies to prohibit illicit activity by high-risk persons 
and organisations. 

This add-on module is automatically synced 
in your Fraud Management SaaS dashboard 
and gives you access to a global sanctions 
list database powered by our platform 
partner, Elucidate.

Elucidate have developed an industry 
leading risk model and matching algorithm 
at a price point that is accessible for marketplaces, 
e-commerce merchants and a range of other 
financial institutions that hold and manage funds.



Mitigate the risk
of major fines

Money laundering carries huge regulatory and reputational risk 
for organisations, which can result in fines into the hundreds of 
millions, measurable brand damage and even 
a loss in operating licence. Our solution enables:

Money laundering can affect any institution processing 
transactions, not just banks. Manage money laundering risks as 
part of customer onboarding to ensure that you are not 
facilitating sanctioned persons and entities by giving them 
unchecked access to your services.

Online marketplace are responsible for vetting and onboarding new 
sellers onto their their platform. A common money laundering risk is 
that a bad entity is accepted as a seller, to then make repeat 
purchases from another account (often high volume and high value 
transactions) to launder funds. 

A wide range of financial institutions that hold and 
disburse funds are required by law to check every transaction for 
money laundering risk. 

KYC for new customer onboarding

Marketplaces - KYB for seller verification

Payment companies and remittance services

Sanctions & PEP Lists



Our solution allows you to write rules and block 
transactions for users on sanctions & PEP lists. 
If a user is found on a sanctions list, the transaction 
is marked accordingly and will appear in your 
Fraud Management SaaS dashboard on the 
transaction page. You will also receive this 
information in your API response. 

With a single API integration that automatically 
syncs to your Fraud Management SaaS dashboard, 
you get access to sanctions/PEP lists checks.  All 
you have to do is provide two data points, the first 
and last name of the hopper, via the Fraugster API 
to enable sanctions lists check. 

Turn fraud prevention into a growth engine.
Start approving more transactions today.
Book a demo

sales@fraugster.com +44 7715 698465

A quick and
seamless integration


